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We study canonical conformal gravity in four dimensions and construct the gauge generators and
the associated charges. Using slightly generalized boundary conditions compared to those in [1]
we find that the charges associated with space-time diffeomorphisms are finite and conserved in
time. They are also shown to agree with the Noether charges found in [1]. However, there exists
no charge associated with Weyl transformations. Consequently the asymptotic symmetry algebra is
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the boundary condition preserving diffeomorphisms. For illustrative
purposes we apply the results to the Mannheim–Kazanas–Riegert solution of conformal gravity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Conformal gravity (CG) in four dimensions has recently been studied from various theoretical and phenomenological
perspectives. It was shown that it arises as a counter term in five dimensional Einstein gravity (EG) [2, 3] as well as in
twistor string theory [4]. Phenomenologically, it was studied in a series of articles by Mannheim [5–7] in an attempt to
describe galactic rotation curves without adding dark matter. Furthermore, CG was used in a cosmological model in
[8] where the choice of the terms which are responsible for inflation is restricted by demanding conformal invariance.
More generally, conformal invariance is often used as a guiding principle. For instance, in a series of papers [9–12]
’t Hooft puts emphasis on scale invariance in order to aquire deeper understanding of physics at the Planck scale.
Furthermore, recently proposed cosmological models have used Weyl invariant dynamics in scalar-tensor theories as
an attempt to explain several cosmological problems. For a recent critical analysis of (fake) conformal symmetry see
Ref. [13].
Historically, CG gained attention after it was shown in [14] that higher derivative theories are perturbatively
renormalizable. The idea that higher derivative terms might be present in a UV-complete theory of quantum gravity
has been first proposed in [15] and put forward in Refs. [16–19], where it was shown that the Einstein–Hilbert
action is perturbatively non-renormalizable. Furthermore, it was shown in [20] that Einstein gravity is 2-loop non-
renormalizable. Being a higher derivative theory, conformal gravity is one possible candidate one might consider.
However, higher derivative theories in general contain ghosts. For attempts to remove the ghosts in CG see for
example [21, 22]. Maldacena has shown in [23] that by using appropriate boundary conditions one can remove the
ghosts classically from the theory and at the same time restrict the solutions of CG to those of Einstein gravity.
However, the most general spherically symmetric solution of CG found in [24, 25] obeys more general boundary
conditions. As a step towards a holographic application of CG such weaker boundary conditions were considered in
[1]. These are specified by
ds2 =
`2
ρ2
(
dρ2 + γijdx
idxj
)
, (1)
where ρ → 0 denotes the location of the conformal boundary and ` is the AdS-radius. Analogous considerations
apply to asymptotically dS spacetimes, where Starobinsky boundary conditions [26] are replaced by a weaker set of
consistent boundary conditions. Close to the boundary one assumes a Fefferman–Graham expansion of γij
γij =
∑
n=0
γ(n)ij
(ρ
`
)n
. (2)
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2The variations of the metric are fixed at leading as well as subleading order to be
δγ(0)ij |ρ→0 = 2λγ(0)ij , δγ(1)ij |ρ→0 = λγ(1)ij , (3)
with λ being regular at the boundary. All higher order terms are allowed to vary freely. The boundary conditions
chosen in [23] correspond to setting γ(1)ij = 0. It was shown that with the weaker boundary conditions CG has a
well defined variational principle and finite response functions without requiring neither the presence of a Gibbons–
Hawking–York like boundary term nor a holographic counter term. Consequently, now there exist two response
functions. The first one, τ ij , sourced by γ(0)ij corresponds to the Brown–York stress tensor in EG. The second one,
P ij , is termed partially massless response since it is sourced by γ(1)ij , which in turn when plugged into the linearized
Bach equations [27] exhibits partial masslessness as defined in [28, 29]. A recent investigation [30] of two point
correlators showed that in general the theory is non-unitary – an anticipated feature since CG in general contains
ghosts. While non-unitarity is often an undesirable property, there are interesting examples of non-unitary holography
[31, 32] with possible applications to condensed matter systems [33]. There could be similar applications of non-unitary
CG holography.
In this work we continue the route towards holographic applications of CG. We complement and supplement the
study in [1] by a thorough analysis of the canonically realized charges of CG. Section II serves to fix our notation and
to summarize the Hamiltonian formulation of CG carried out in [34]. In section III we apply the so called Castellani
algorithm in order to obtain the gauge generators on the phase space. After specifying the boundary conditions and
studying the boundary condition preserving transformations we turn to the main purpose of this artice in section IV.
There we derive the charges associated with the gauge generators by requiring that the generators are functionally
differentiable. We prove that the charges are finite and conserved in time. Furthermore, we also show that they are
equivalent to the charges found in [1]. In the case at hand we end up with an asymptotic symmetry algebra that is
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the boundary condition preserving transformations (consequently without any central
extensions). Finally we summarize our findings and discuss possible directions for future research in section VI.
II. CANONICAL CONFORMAL GRAVITY
The Lagrangean density of four dimensional conformal gravity is given by
L = −1
4
ωgC
a
bcdC
bcd
a (4)
with ωg being the volume form
√|g|d4x of the metric tensor gab on the 4d manifold M and Cabcd denotes the Weyl
tensor, which is traceless and additionally inherits the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. Furthermore, with this
particular index position the Weyl tensor is invariant under rescalings of the metric
gab → Ω2gab, (5)
Therefore, due to the scaling of the volume form together with that of the metric and of the three inverse metrics
that contract the Weyl tensors the Lagrangean is also invariant under these rescalings. Hence CG has an additional
gauge symmetry as compared to Einstein’s theory of general relativity. As a consequence the theory is only sensitive
to Lorentz angles encoded in the metric but not to distances.
A. Arnowitt–Deser–Misner decomposition
For the Hamiltonian formulation of CG we will follow the study presented in [34]. For earlier work on the canonical
analysis of higher derivative theories consult Refs. [35–37]. To that end we perform the standard Arnowitt–Deser–
Misner (ADM) decomposition of spacetime [38] by specifying a function t on M, referred to as the time which by
assumption allows to foliate M with a family of spatial hypersurfaces Σt, defined by t = const. The tangent bundle
T Σ can then be identified with the kernel of the 1-form ∇at, where ∇ denotes the Levi-Cevita connection on M.
The hypersurfaces are spatial if gab∇at∇bt < 0. The future pointing hypersurface normal is na = α∇at with a
normalization constant α, specified as follows: Assume there exists a congruence of curves with tanget vector fields
ta such that ta∇at = 1. We decompose this field by
ta = Nna +Na, (6)
3with N being the so called lapse function, measuring the tick rate of a physical observer following na, and Na
denoting the shift vector field describing the drag of the coordinate grid orthogonal to na = 0. Then we conclude that
tana = α = −N , hence na = −N∇at.
The 3 + 1 (ADM) decomposition of the metric reads
gab = −nanb + hab (7)
with hab denoting the metric on Σ. The object h
b
a can be used as a projector to the tangent bundle T Σ and the
cotangent bundle T∗Σ. The corresponding Levi-Cevita connection will be denoted by Da. Tensor fields P over Σ can
be obtained from tensor fields P on M by using the afore-mentioned projector, which we denote by
Pa1···an =⊥Pa1···an := h b1a1 · · ·h bnan Pb1···bn . (8)
The action of Da on intrinsic tensor fields is related to the Levi-Cevita connection on M by
DP =⊥ [∇(⊥ P)], (9)
where we suppressed the indices. The square root of the determinant is decomposed as
√
g = N
√
h, hence ωg =
Ndt ∧ ωh.
The extrinsic curvature of the spatial hypersurfaces is given by
Kab = h
c
a ∇cnb =
1
2
(4)£nhab, (10)
where (4)£n denotes the Lie derivative along n
a on the manifold M. Lie derivatives on Σ will be written without
the prefix. The tensor Kab describes the change of n
a projected to the hypersurface, i.e. how the surface bends and
curves with respect to the space it is embedded in. Note that since na is proportional to a gradient field we have
Kab = Kba, i.e. following neighboring n
a one measures expansion and shear but no vorticity.
For any covariant tensor field Pa1···an on Σ we have
nai (4)£nPa1···ai···an = −Pa1···ai···an(n∇)nai + Pa1···ai···an(n∇)nai = 0. (11)
Hence the Lie derivative with respect to na on any covariant spatial tensor field is spatial. Also note that for any
spatial tensor field Pa1···an the four dimensional Lie derivative with respect to a spatial vector field V
a becomes the
three dimensional (induced) Lie derivative on Σ only after the projection to the tensor bundle on Σ is carried out
⊥ (4)£V Pa1···ai···an = £V Pa1···ai···an . (12)
This is vital when defining velocities, i.e. the change of a spatial quantity as t changes measured on the spatial slice.
For example
h˙ab = ⊥ (4)£thab = N (4)£nhab + £Nhab =
= 2
(
NKab +D(aNb)
)
. (13)
The decomposition of the Weyl tensor is worked out in detail in Appendix A. One finds the ADM split of the
Lagrangean to be
L = Nωh
(⊥neCebcd ⊥nfCfbcd − 2 ⊥nenfCaecf ⊥ngnhCagch) . (14)
In contrast to the ADM formulation of general relativity the velocity of Kab, i.e. the acceleration of hab does not
drop out of the Lagrangean. Therefore we will regard Kab as an independent canonical coordinate and introduce the
relation of Kab and h˙ab as a constraint supplemented with a new auxiliary λ
ab field.
L = Nωh
{
−1
2
T abcd
[
Rab +KabK − 1
N
(
K˙ab −£NKab −DaDbN
)]
×[
Rcd +KcdK − 1
N
(
K˙cd −£NKcd −DcDdN
)]
+
BabcB
abc + λab
[
1
N
(
h˙ab −£Nhab
)
− 2Kab
]}
, (15)
4where T abcd denotes the projector to traceless 2-valent symmetric tensor fields defined in (A14) and Babc is the
magnetic part of the Weyl tensor defined in (A11) with respect to na.
In order to circumvent the appearance of second class class constraints and the necessity of introducing Dirac
brackets we treat the auxiliary field λab following the Faddeev–Jackiw method [39]. The form of the Lagrangean in
Eq. (15) allows to immediatly identify the momenta conjugate to hab and Kab denoted by Π
ab
h and Π
K
ab and convert
the Lagrangean into the equivalent first order form
L = ΠabK K˙ab + Πabh h˙ab +N
[
ω−1h
ΠabKΠ
K
ab
2
−ΠabK (Rab +KabK) + ωhBabcBabc − 2Πabh Kab
]
−ΠabKDaDbN −ΠabK£NKab −Πabh £Nhab − λPΠabKhab. (16)
The last term is necessary to ensure that ΠabK is traceless. Note that by partial integration the Lagrangean can be
brought into the following form
L =
∫
Σ
{
ΠabK K˙ab + Π
ab
h h˙ab −N
[
−ω−1h
ΠabKΠ
K
ab
2
+ ΠabK (Rab +KabK)− ωhBabcBabc + 2Πabh Kab +DaDbΠabK
]
+
−N c [ΠabKDcKab − 2Da (ΠabKKbc)−DaΠabh hbc]− λPΠabKhab}+
−
∫
∂Σ
∗ [ΠabKDbN −DbΠabKN + 2N c (Πabh hbc + ΠabKKbc)] , (17)
where the ∗ -symbol denotes contraction of the free vector index with the volume form hidden in the momentum
variables. In this form one could easily identify the true constraints of the Hamiltonian formulation in the sense of
[39]. These are the expressions that multiply N , Na, and λP , which in turn could be viewed merely as Lagrange
multipliers. For later convenience we will only do so in the case of λP and the primary constraint P := ΠabKhab, but
not in the case of N and Na and the associated constraints
H⊥ = −ω−1h
ΠabKΠ
K
ab
2
+DaDbΠ
ab
K + Π
ab
K (Rab +KabK)− ωhBabcBabc + 2Πabh Kab, (18)
Vc = ΠabKDcKab − 2Da
(
ΠabKKbc
)−DaΠabh hbc. (19)
This means that we keep lapse and shift as canonical coordinates. Hence we find the primary constraints ΠN ≈ 0 and
Π
~N
a ≈ 0 and consequently identify H⊥ and Vc as secondary constraints by demanding that the primary constraints
are preserved in time. The advantage of this seemingly superficial step is that the gauge generators found by applying
the Castellani algorithm have a proper space–time interpretation, which is useful when we will discuss the asymptotic
symmetry algebra of conformal gravity.
B. Hamiltonian formulation
The total Hamiltonian is the Legendre transform of Eq. (17) supplemented by the primary constraints and reads
HT =
∫
Σ
(
λNΠN + λ
a
~N
Π
~N
a + λPP +NH⊥ +NaVa
)
+
∫
∂Σ
(Q⊥ +QD) , (20)
where the surface contribution is just the negative of the last line in Eq. (17). The canonical Poisson brackets are
defined by {
qA(x), p
B(x′)
}
= δ(x− x′)δBA , (21)
for the respective canonical pairs
(
hab,Π
cd
h
)
,
(
Kab,Π
cd
K
)
, (N,ΠN ), and
(
Na,Π
~N
c
)
, where δBA denotes a symmetrized
product of Kronecker deltas.
The consistency of P also yields one further secondary constraint denoted by W
{HT ,P} = N
(
ΠabKKab + 2Π
ab
h hab
)
+NKP −Dc (N cP) ≈ N
(
ΠabKKab + 2Π
ab
h hab
)
=: NW. (22)
As a next step one can show that the Poisson algebra of the constraints found so far closes (for the variations of the
constraints V and H⊥ see Appendix B). Thus they are first class in the sense of Dirac. Since the total Hamiltonian
consists of constraints only the Dirac algorithm terminates.
5The nonvanishing Poisson brackets among the constraints read{
V
[
~X
]
, V
[
~Y
]}
= V
[
£ ~X
~Y
]
, (23){
V
[
~X
]
, H⊥[]
}
= H⊥
[
£ ~X
]
, (24){
V
[
~X
]
, P []
}
= P
[
£ ~X
]
, (25){
V
[
~X,
]
,W []
}
= W
[
£ ~X
]
, (26)
{P [],W [η]} = P [η], (27)
{P [], H⊥[η]} = −W [η]− P [ηK], (28)
{W [], H⊥[η]} = H⊥[η] + P [D2η + D2η −D ·Dη)], (29)
{H⊥[], H⊥[η]} = V [Daη − ηDa] + P [(Daη − ηDa) (DcKca −DcK)] , (30)
where capital roman letters denote the smeared versions of the corresponding constraint densities denoted by calli-
graphic letters.
Finally one can infer that only 6 physical degrees of freedom remain: we started with 32 phase space coordinates
per point in space and found 10 first class constraints, eliminating 2× 10 phase space coordinates, which leaves 12/2
physical degrees of freedom. These 6 degrees of freedom are then usually divided into two contributions: 2 of these
degrees of freedom are provided by a massless and 4 by a “partially massless” graviton.
III. GAUGE GENERATORS
The algorithm developed by Castellani in Ref. [40] consists of a systematic way to construct all the generators
of the gauge symmetries associated with a constraint Hamiltonian theory. A detailed analysis and applications to
Yang-Mills theories and general relativity can be found there. Here, we describe briefly this procedure and then we
apply it in the case of conformal gravity.
By definition, a gauge symmetry is a symmetry that leaves the action invariant (up to total derivatives) and it is
described by transformations of the dynamical variables of the theory. In other words, a gauge symmetry reflects
the redundancy in the variables we use to describe a physical state of the theory and therefore this physical state is
invariant under the gauge transformations responsible for this redundancy. Such a physical state in a Hamiltonian
theory is a trajectory in the phase space that satisfies the equations of motion and the constraints. In order to find
the gauge generators, one considers a transformation on the canonical variables and their conjugate momenta that
is generated by a phase-space function G and can be parametrized by an arbitrary infinitesimal parameter (t). In
general, we should also allow for time derivatives of this parameter, (n) ≡ dn/dt, but of finite order. Of course, this
transformation reflects on the trajectory in the phase space giving as a result a varied trajectory. Because we are
after the generator of the gauge symmetries of our theory, the varied trajectory must satisfy the equations of motion
and the constraints. This gives us a set of conditions for the gauge transformations which can be solved to determine
all the gauge generators. In that sense, the Castellani algorithm is exhaustive and provides all the gauge generators.
In particular, one uses the ansatz
G(, (1), (2), . . . , k) =
k∑
n=0
(n)G(n), (31)
where G(n) are all the first class constraints of the theory and the last one of the chain (Gk) is a primary first class
constraint (PFC). Because all such chains must end with a PFC the conditions take the form of the following recursive
relations
{G0, HT } = PFC,
G0 + {G1, HT } = PFC,
...
Gk−1 + {Gk, HT } = PFC,
Gk = PFC, (32)
where PFC is understood as a linear combination of primary first class constraints. One notices immediately that k
gives the number of generations of the secondary constraints, hence in the case at hand k = 1. In order to find the
6generators one works the recursive relations presented above in reverse order starting with the PFCs
ΠN ≈ 0 , Π ~N i ≈ 0 ,
P
N
≈ 0. (33)
First we consider G1 = ΠN and demand
G1=ΠN ,
G0 + {ΠN , HT }=PFC,
{G0, HT }=PFC. (34)
The linear combination on the right hand side of the second line in Eq. (34) is written as
PFC(x) =
∫
Σ
(
α(x, y)ΠN (y) + β
i(x, y)Π ~N i(y) + γ(x, y)P(y)
)
. (35)
Solving for the coefficients we find
α(x, y) = Na(y)∂aδ
3(x− y) , βa(x, y) = δ3(x− y)DaN(y) +N(y)γabDbδ3(x− y),
γ(x, y) =
λP
N
(y)δ3(x− y), (36)
from which we construct the canonical gauge generator associated with diffeomorphisms orthogonal to the spatial
hypersurface using Eq. (31)
G⊥[, ˙] =
∫
Σ
[
˙(1)ΠN + 
(
H+ £ ~NΠN + Π ~NaDaN +Da(Πa~NN) +
λP
N
P
)]
. (37)
Similar calculations for G1a = Π ~Na and G1 = P/N yield the generators associated with spatial diffeomorphisms and
with Weyl rescalings respectively
GD[
a, ˙a] =
∫
Σ
[
˙(1)aΠ ~Na + 
a
(Va + ΠNDaN + £ ~NΠ ~Na)] , (38)
GW [w, w˙] =
∫
Σ
[
w˙(1)
N
P(x) + w
(
W +NΠN + £ ~N
P
N
)]
. (39)
Note that appart from the terms involving P, Eqs. (37) and (38) assume the same structure as in Einstein gravity
[40]. Of course the generator in (39) describing Weyl symmetry is absent in Einstein gravity.
The relation to the covariant formulation of infinitesimal diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field ξa on M is
simply the ADM decomposition of ξ
ξa = ⊥na + a, with a = hab ξ
b and ⊥ = −naξa. (40)
In a coordinate system spanned by (t, ~x) one can directly show that the Castellani generators we found indeed generate
diffeomorphisms and Weyl rescalings of the metric by a straightforward calculation. With gtt = −N2 + N iN jhij ,
gtj = N
ihij and gij = hij together with ⊥ = Nξt and i = ξi +N iξt one obtains
{gµν , GW [w]} = 2wgµν , (41)
{gµν , G⊥[⊥] +GD[~]} = £ξgµν . (42)
The generators we obtained differ from the generators on the full phase space obtained in [34]. Most notably our
generator of Weyl transformations leaves the shift vector field unchanged and includes the action of the primary first
class constraint P necessary to transform Kab and Πabh correctly.
Another nice property of the Castellani gauge generators is the modification of the well-known surface deformation
(SD) algebra which can be read off the Poisson brackets among the constraints H⊥ and V in Eqs. (30). The SD
algebra is
[ξ, χ]
⊥
SD = £η⊥,
[ξ, χ]
a
SD = h
ab (⊥Dbη⊥ − η⊥Db⊥) + £ηa, (43)
7where ξa = ⊥na + a and χa = ξa = η⊥na + ηa.
The modification of the SD algebra is due to taking the action of the PFCs into account. By calculating the Poisson
brackets of G[ξ] := G⊥[⊥] +GD[~] with G[χ] := G⊥[η⊥] +GD[~η] one finds
{G[ξ], G[χ]} = G[[ξ, χ]] + PFC, (44)
with
[ξ, χ]
⊥
= na
(4)£ξχ
a,
[ξ, χ]
a
= hab
(4)£ξχ
b. (45)
In order to treat the variations of ˙⊥ and ˙a correctly, we set N˙ = λN and N˙a = λa~N .
IV. CANONICAL CHARGES
A. Boundary conditions
We assume that the manifold M has a timelike boundary with topology R × ∂Σ, with ∂Σ being compact. We
assume that near the boundary the metric can be written as
gab = Ω
2gab, (46)
with finite gab and arbitrary Ω.
The ADM variables near the boundary ∂Σ can then be written as
hab = Ω
2hab, N = ΩN, N
a = N
a
. (47)
By evaluating the evolution equations for hab, Kab as well as Π
ab
K and imposing the constraint P we find the following
(on shell) relations (see also Appendix C) for Kab, Π
ab
K and Π
ab
h :
Kab = Ω
[
hab
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln Ω +Kab
]
, (48)
ΠabK = Ω
−1Π
ab
K ,
Πabh = Ω
−2
[
− 1
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln ΩΠ
ab
K + Π
ab
h
]
. (49)
Therefore, we allow the variations of the canonical variables at the boundary to be
δhab = Ω
2
(
2δ ln Ωhab + δhab
)
, (50)
δKab = Ωδ ln Ω
[
hab
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln Ω +Kab
]
+
+Ω
hab
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
δ ln Ω +
+Ω
{
δhab
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln Ω + δKab+
+
hab
N
[
− (∂t −£ ~N) ln ΩδN
N
2 − δNaDa ln Ω
]}
, (51)
δΠabh = −
2δ ln Ω
Ω2
[
− 1
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln ΩΠ
ab
K + Π
ab
h
]
+
− 1
Ω2N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
δ ln ΩΠ
ab
K +
+Ω−2
{
− 1
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln ΩδΠ
ab
K + δΠ
ab
h +
+
Π
ab
h
N
[(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln Ω
δN
N
2 + δN
aDa ln Ω
]}
, (52)
δΠabk = Ω
−1
(
−δ ln ΩΠabK + δΠ
ab
K
)
, (53)
8where both δ and ln only act on the first term on the right. For the rescaled variables, i.e. the objects denoted with
an overline we demand that
δhab|∂Σ = Dcδhab|∂Σ = 0, (54)
δN |∂Σ = DcδN |∂Σ = 0, (55)
δNa|∂Σ = DcδNa|∂Σ = 0. (56)
Demanding consistency with the equations of motion we find
δKab|∂Σ = 0, (57)
and that δΠ
ab
K |∂Σ as well as δΠ
ab
h |∂Σ are arbitrary but finite. The gauge transformations that preserve the above set
of boundary conditions are the bulk diffeomorphisms ξa that satisfy
£ξgab = 2λgab, (58)
close to the boundary with regular ξa|∂Σ. Additionally we also allow for arbitrary Weyl rescalings
δwgab = 2wgab. (59)
B. Functionally differentiable generators and charges
In order to obtain a well defined action of the canonical gauge generators – given a boundary value problem such
as the one specified above – one usually has to add to the gauge generators, G, suitable boundary terms, Q, such that
they become functionally differentiable. By that one means that the total variation of the improved generator denoted
by Γ is given by volume integrals only upon imposing the boundary conditions. Let us start with the generator of
Weyl transformations, which we can immediatly improve by partially integrating the last term in (39)
ΓW [w] =
∫
Σ
[
w˙(1)
N
P + w (W +NΠN )− P
N
£ ~Nw
]
. (60)
The boundary term appearing in the integration by parts is proportional to P and thus vanishes on shell. Therefore
there exists no canonical charge associated with Weyl symmetry.
Let us continue with the generator of spatial diffeomorphisms. By adding boundary terms to (38) that are propor-
tional to ΠN and Π
~N
a which vanish on shell as well as the boundary term
QD[] = 2
∫
∂Σ
∗c (Πabh hbc + ΠabKKbc) (61)
one obtains the generator
ΓD[] =
∫
Σ
(
˙aΠ ~Na + Π
ab
K£Kab + Π
ab
h £hab + ΠN£N + Π ~Na£N
a
)
. (62)
We will show below that it is already improved. With Eqs. (47)-(48) the term in parenthesis of (61) is on shell
equivalent to
Πabh hbc + Π
ab
KKbc = Π
ab
h hbc + Π
ab
KKbc, (63)
which proves that QD[] is finite.
The boundary integrals obtained from the total variation of the modified generator (62) either vanish due to the
constraints or due to the boundary conditions:
δΓD[] ≈
∫
∂Σ
∗a (ΠbcKδKbc + Πbch δhbc)+ ∗ξtδN c (Πabh hbc + ΠabKKbc) ≈
≈
∫
∂Σ
∗a
(
Π
bc
KδKbc + Π
bc
h δhbc
)
+ ∗ξtδN c
(
Π
ab
h hbc + Π
ab
KKbc
)
= 0. (64)
Therefore we conclude that the improved generator of spatial diffeomorphisms is given by (62) and the associated
charge is given by (61).
9Finally we improve the generator of transversal diffeomorphisms. Note that the charge we added in the case of
GD[] is exactly the same boundary intgeral as in (17) with the shift N
a replaced by a. Likewise we might as a first
guess add
Q⊥[⊥] =
∫
∂Σ
∗ (ΠabKDb⊥ −DbΠabK ⊥) . (65)
Again using Eqs. (47)-(48) we find that
Q⊥[⊥] ≈
∫
∂Σ
∗
(
DbΠ
cb
K − DbΠ
cb
K + D
c
ln ΩP
)
, . (66)
ThusQ⊥[⊥] is also proven to be finite on the constraint surface. It remains to be shown that Γ⊥[⊥] = G⊥[⊥]+Q⊥[⊥]
is the desired improved gauge generator. Note that the only potentially dangerous contributions arise from the total
variation of H⊥[⊥] which is described in detail in Eqs. (B9)–(B12) of Appendix B. In these we plug in Eqs. (47)-(53)
and find the following non-vanishing contribution∫
∂Σ
∗
[
−Dc ln Ω
(
Π
ab
K δhab + δΠ
ab
Khab
)
+ DbδΠ
cb
K −DbδΠ
cb
K
]
, (67)
which is exactly canceled by the variation of (66) on the constraint surface.
C. Asymptotic symmetry algebra
Assuming for the moment that ξa and χa are pure gauge one can simply take over the result (44) for the improved
generators
{Γ[ξ],Γ[χ]} = Γ[[ξ, χ]] + PFC. (68)
Furthermore, it was proven in [41] that this statement remains true also in the case where ξa and χa are boundary
condition preserving transformations: the Poisson bracket of functionally diffentiable generators, whose action is
compatible with the boundary conditions is necessarily an improved generator. Following [42, 43] one might fix a
gauge, which turns the first class constraints to second class constraints. These are then required to vanish strongly
and the Poisson brackets are converted to Dirac brackets. Note, that the improved generators evaluated on shell are
the charges. Therefore, in terms of Dirac brackets we obtain
{Q[ξ], Q[χ]}? = Q[[ξ, χ]], (69)
where we assumed that the algebra of the boundary condition preseving gauge transformations does not admit any
central extension. Consequently the asymptotic symmetry algebra – the Dirac algebra of the charges – is isomorphic
to the Lie algebra of the boundary condition preserving transformations.
D. Time conservation of the charges
In Eq. (68) one might set ξa = ta. Although ta is not a boundary condition preserving generator, Γ[t] has a
well defined functional derivative. Furthermore, with N˙ = λN and N˙
a = λa~N we have Γ[t] ≡ HT . This shows that
HT , which we obtained from the Legendre transformation of the unmodified Weyl squared action, is functionally
differentiable. Therefore, the Hamiltonian equations of motion are well defined in the sense that no additional
boundary terms are necessary. This concurs with the observation made in [1] that no boundary terms are needed on
the level of the action in order to obtain a well defined variational principle. Let Γ[χ] be an improved generator with
χa compatible with the boundary conditions, then
{HT ,Γ[χ]} = Γ[−£χta] + PFC = Γ[χ˙] + PFC. (70)
Again fixing a gauge and employing the Dirac bracket, the left hand side might be read as a time evolution equation
for −Q[χ] on phase space. However, the action of HT is insensitive to χ. In order to find the total derivative with
respect to time of Q[χ] one needs to add −Q[χ˙] to Eq. (70). Thus we can write
dQ[χ]
dt
= Q[χ˙]− {HT , Q[χ]}? = 0, (71)
which proves that the charges are preserved in time.
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V. ANTI–DE SITTER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Let us now present a particular example in which the conditions prescribed in Eqs. (46), (58), and (59) are met.
Assume a function ρ that allows to foliate space-time close to the boundary with timelike hypersurfaces defined by
ρ = const. with ρ = 0 being the location of the boundary. The boundary conditions we impose on the metric are
ds2 =
e2ω `2
ρ2
(
dρ2 + γijdx
idxj
)
, (72)
with ω arbitrary and we assume the same Fefferman–Graham expansion for γij as in (2) where we fix γ
(0)
ij and γ
(1)
ij .
For the boundary condition preserving transformation we consider infinitesimal diffeomorphisms £ξ and Weyl
rescalings δw that preserve (72) to leading as well as next to leading order in ρ up to arbitrary rescalings of exp(2ω).
Whenever £ξ or δw act on the Weyl prefactor this requirement is satisfied. Thus, we are left with demanding
£ξ
`2
ρ2
gµν = 2λ
`2
ρ2
gµν . (73)
Assuming an asymptotic expansion
ξρ = ξρ(0) + ρξ
ρ
(1) +O(ρ2),
ξi = ξi(0) + ρξ
i
(1) +O(ρ2),
λ = λ(0) + ρλ(1) +O(ρ2), (74)
one immediatly finds ξρ(0) = 0, ξ
i
(1) = 0, λ(0) = 0 and
(2 + 1)£ξk
(0)
γ(0)ij = 2ξ
ρ
(1)γ
(0)
ij , (75)
at lowest order. Therefore, ξρ(1) = 1/3Diξi(0), where D denotes the Levi–Cevita connection associated with γ(0)ij . The
next to leading order equation restricts the possible boundary condition preserving transformations further and reads
£ξk
(0)
γ(1)ij −
2
3
γ(1)ij Dkk(0) − 4λ(1)γ(0)ij = 0, (76)
where λ(1) is obtained from taking the trace of this equation. For example one might choose a γ(0)ij that admits the full
10 dimensional conformal algebra. Then in general the choice of γ(1)ij will restrict the asymptotic symmetry algebra
to a certain subalgebra.
A. Equivalence of canonical charges and Noether charges
We will now show that the canonical charges are equivalent to the Noether charges obtained in [1]. The finite part
of the metric near the boundary can be decomposed with respect to the timelike unit normal na and the unit normal
ua = ∇aρ
gab = −nanb + uaub + σab, (77)
with σab being the induced metric on ∂Σ.
We decompose the Weyl tensor in its electric and magnetic parts with respect to ua
Eab =⊥u ucudCcadb, Babc =⊥u ucCcabc. (78)
As in the ADM split the fully projected Weyl tensor essentially consists of two parts: The first one, a polynomial
of the extrinsic curvature of the timelike hypersurface ρ = const., is irrelevant due to the Cayley–Hamilton theorem.
The second one can be written in terms of the electric part of the Weyl tensor.
The momentum ΠabK close to the boundary is decomposed as
ΠabK = 2u ∧ ωσ
(
uaubEnn + 2u(aσb)cBncn + σacσbdEcd − σabEnn
)
. (79)
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The first term in Q⊥ upon using ⊥ = Nξt and ξt = ξt(0) +O(ρ2) at the boundary becomes∫
∂Σ
∗Db⊥ΠbaK =
∫
∂Σ
2ωσ⊥
(
Ennu · ∂ lnN − (2)DbBnbn
)
, (80)
where (2)D denotes the Levi-Civita connection assiciated with σab and the second term has been obtained by partial
integration. The second part of Q⊥ reads
−
∫
∂Σ
∗⊥DbΠbaK = −
∫
∂Σ
2 ωσ⊥
(
ncndu · ∂Ecd + 2EnnK − 4EnbKbn − EcdKcd
)
− 2ωσ (2)DbBnbn − 2ωσ⊥Ennu · ∂ lnN (81)
With the relations
(2)DbBnbn = −nancDbB(ac)b + Bacnkac, (82)
Eab := E (2)ab +O(ρ), (83)
u · ∂Eab := E (3)ab +O(ρ), (84)
Babc := −B(1)abc +O(ρ), (85)
where kab denotes the extrinsic curvature of ∂Σ in ∂M, we find
Q⊥ =
∫
∂Σ
−2ωσncξg
(−ngnb) (Ec(3)b + Ec(2)bγ(1) − 2Ec(2)dγ(1)db − E (2)bd γcd(1) + 12γc(0)bEad(2)γ(1)ad
+2ωσγ
(0)
be DdB(ce)d(1)
)
− 4ωσ⊥Babnkab. (86)
The treatment of the charge QD is more involved. First we use the equations of motion to get
Πabh = KΠ
ab
K − 2Πe(aK Kb)e +
1
2
ΠcdKKcdh
ab + ωh ⊥
(
nendn∇Caebd − 2nd∇cCc(ab)d
)
. (87)
Decomposing QD yields
QD =
∫
∂Σ
−2ωσncξgσ bg
(
Ec(3)b + Ec(2)bγ(1) − 2Ec(2)dγ(1)db − E (2)bd γcd(1)
+2ωσγ
(0)
be DdB(ce)d(1)
)
+ 4ωσb
(2)Dd ⊥n B(bd)n, (88)
where the last term is integrated by parts and reads∫
∂Σ
4ωσb
(2)Dd ⊥n B(bd)n = −
∫
∂Σ
4ωσ
(2)D(db)Bbdn. (89)
Then we decompose a diffeomorphism of the metric γab with the generator with respect to na and σab and obtain for
the spatially projected part
σ ca σ
d
b £ξγcd = 2⊥kab + 2
(2)D(ab) = 2λ
(0)σ(0)ab +O(ρ). (90)
Using σ(0)abBabn(1) = 0 we see that the last term in QD cancels the last term in Q⊥. Therefore we obtain for the sum of
the charges
Q[ξ] =
∫
∂Σ
−2ωσncξb
(
Ec(3)b + Ec(2)bγ(1) − 2Ec(2)dγ(1)db − E (2)bd γcd(1) +
1
2
γc(0)bEad(2)γ(1)ad
+2ωσγ
(0)
be DdB(ce)d(1)
)
, (91)
which agrees with the charges found in [1] up to an overall factor 4 which is due to the 1/4 in the Lagrangean we
started with. Also note that in Eq. (22) of Ref. [1] the second line vanishes identically due to the Cayley–Hamilton
theorem.
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B. Mannheim-Kazanas-Riegert solution
We will now apply our results to the Mannheim-Kanzas-Riegert (MKR) metric [24, 25], given by
ds2 = −k(r)dt2 + dr
2
k(r)
+ r2dΩ2S2 (92)
where dΩ2S2 is the line element of the 2-sphere and
k(r) =
√
1− 12aM − 2M
r
− Λr2 + 2ar, (93)
which for a = 0 reduces to Schwarzschild - (A)dS. In the case when aM  1 this solution agrees with the one
obtained in an effective model for gravity at large distances [44]. We can rewrite this in terms of the Fefferman-
Graham expansion prescribed above with
γ(0)ij = diag(−1, 0, sin (θ)2) (94)
γ(1)ij =
 0 0 00 −2a 0
0 0 −2a sin(θ)2
 (95)
The metric at leading order admits the full comformal algebra as a solution to Eq. (75). These are given by
ξ(0)i1 = (0, 0, 1), (96)
ξ(0)i2 = (0, sin(φ), cot(θ) cos(φ)), (97)
ξ(0)i3 = (0,− cos(φ), cot(θ) sin(φ)), (98)
ξ(0)i4 = (1, 0, 0), (99)
ξ(0)i5 = (0,− cos(φ), cot(θ) sin(φ)), (100)
ξ(0)i6 = (sin(θ) cos(t) sin(φ), cos(θ) sin(t) sin(φ), csc(θ) sin(t) cos(φ)), (101)
ξ(0)i7 = (sin(θ) cos(t) cos(φ), cos(θ) sin(t) cos(φ),− csc(θ) sin(t) sin(φ)), (102)
ξ(0)i8 = (− cos(θ) sin(t), sin(θ) cos(t), 0), (103)
ξ(0)i9 = (sin(θ) sin(t) sin(φ), cos(θ)(− cos(t)) sin(φ), csc(θ)(− cos(t)) cos(φ)), (104)
ξ(0)i10 = (sin(θ) sin(t) cos(φ), cos(θ)(− cos(t)) cos(φ), csc(θ) cos(t) sin(φ)), (105)
and they agree with asymptotic isometries in [42] in the limit 1/r = ρ/`2 → 0. However, the next to leading order
term, γ(1)ij , preserves only the first four Killing vector fields due to Eq. (76) and thus restricts the asymptotic symmetry
algebra to the R× SO(3) subalgebra of the full conformal algebra SO(2, 3).
The only non-vanishing charge is Q[ξ(0)i4 ] = Q⊥[N ] which agrees with the MKR charge obtained in [1]
Q[∂t] =
M
`2
− a (1−
√
1− 12aM)
6
. (106)
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We perfomed the canonical analysis of four dimensional Weyl squared gravity in section II and constructed all the
canonical generators associated with the gauge symmetries of the theory using the Castellani algorithm in section
III. As expected, there are two types of generators: Those that correspond to the diffeomorphisms and those that
correspond to Weyl rescalings of the metric. These generators have been improved to have well-defined functional
derivatives and the corresponding charges have been constructed, see Eqs. (61) and (65). Under the boundary
conditions specified in section IV they are proven to be integrable, finite and conserved. The Dirac bracket algebra
of the charges is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of asymptotic diffeomorphisms.
Intriguingly, we found that there exists no charge associated with Weyl rescalings of the bulk metric. Most notably,
this statement is independend of the boundary conditions and implies that in general Weyl rescalings are trivial gauge
transformations even at the boundary. It is interesting to compare this with the conformally invariant gravitational
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Cherns-Simons theory in three dimensions studied in [45] since in view of this study our result is unexpected. There
it was shown that Weyl charge vanishes as well if the Weyl factor is not allowed to vary freely. However, as soon as
the Weyl factor is allowed to fluctuate this is no longer the case. Consequently, the asymptotic symmetry algebra
(two copies of the Virasoro algebra) is enhanced by a current U(1)-algebra.
Our finding that the Weyl charge vanishes is also in accordance with the analysis done in [46]. There a gauge
theoretical formulation of CG was performed and it was shown that the superpotential associated with Weyl rescalings
is vanishing, implying that conformal symmetry has a trivial conserved charge. Furthermore, in the Weyl invariant
scalar–tensor model analyzed in [13] the Noether current associated with Weyl rescalings is also vanishing, thus
showing that Weyl symmetry does not play a dynamical role.
Note that the boundary conditions Eq. (47), Eqs. (54)-(56) and Eq. (58) that render the charges integrable, finite
and conserved are formulated background independently. This allows to use our analysis in various future applications,
most notably also for non-AdS holography, provided that the particular boundary conditions are compatible with those
described here. In section V we applied our results to AdS boundary conditions, where we showed that in this case the
canonical charges are equivalent to the Noether charges found in [1]. We also discussed the charge and the asymptotic
symmetry algebra of the MKR solution.
Moreover, our analysis shows that it is not necessary to add any counterterms on the level of the action also in
the case of our general boundary conditions. The total Hamiltonian obtained solely from the Legendre transform
of the Weyl squared action has a well defined functional derivative. Therefore, the Hamitonian equations of motion
constitute a well defined initial value problem in the presence of a boundary.
As part of our future research, it would be interesting to further investigate the symmetry algebra of the dual field
theory and in particular classify all possible subalgebras of SO(2, 3) subject to the conditions (75) and (76). As a
next step one would need to find a bulk metric corresponding to the respective choices of γ(0)ij and γ
(1)
ij . Furthermore,
one could calculate the higher point correlation functions and the 1-loop partition function in the background given
by γ(0)ij and γ
(1)
ij . Another possible route for future studies is to apply our results to non-AdS holographic setups.
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Appendix A: ADM decomposition of the Weyl tensor
From the ADM decomposition of the metric we derive the Gauß relation
⊥ (4)Rabcd = −KadKbc +KacKbd +Rabcd, (A1)
the Codazzi relation
⊥nd(4)Rabcd = DaKbc −DbKac, (A2)
and the Ricci relation
⊥nbnd(4)Rabcd = K ea Kec −
1
N
K˙ac +
1
N
DaDbN +
1
N
£NKac. (A3)
From that we derive the relations for the Ricci tensor
⊥ (4)Rab = −2KacK cb +KabK +
1
N
K˙ab − 1
N
£NKab +
1
N
DaDcN +Rab,
⊥nb(4)Rab = DcK ca −DaK,
nanb(4)Rab = KabK
ab − 1
N
hab
(
K˙ab −£NKab
)
. (A4)
Finally we find the curvature scalar to be
(4)R = −3KabKab +K2 + 2
N
hab
(
K˙ab −£NKab
)
+R. (A5)
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Now let us turn to the Weyl tensor.
First note that since the Weyl tensor is traceless we deduce
hbd ⊥Cabcd = ⊥nbndCabcd, (A6)
hbd ⊥naCabcd = 0, (A7)
hbd ⊥nancCabcd = 0. (A8)
Using the symmetries of the Weyl tensor the first relation together with the third one above allows us to write the
trace part of the spatial projection of the Weyl tensor, ⊥Cabcd, as
hbd ⊥ nenfCaecf + hbc ⊥ nenfCaefd + had ⊥ nenfCebcf + hac ⊥ nenfCebfd. (A9)
One can then work on the traceless part denoted by Kabcd separately. The advantage of this separation is that one only
needs to impose the Gauss relation together with the tracelessness condition. Therefore, only the extrinsic curvature
can be expected to be involved in the final result because the traceless part of the induced Riemann tensor is the
induced Weyl tensor, which vanishes identically. Thus one finds
Kabcd =
1
2
KacKbd + hac (KbeK
e
d −KbdK)−
1
4
hachbd
(
KefK
ef +K2
)
+
+(a↔ b, c↔ d)− (a↔ b)− (c↔ d). (A10)
The other projections of the Weyl tensor give
⊥ ndCabcd = 2SdefabcDdKef =: Babc, (A11)
⊥ nancCabcd = 1
2
T efbd
[
Ref +KefK − 1
N
(
K˙ef −£NKef −DeDfN
)]
, (A12)
with the projectors
Sdefabc = h [da h e]b h fc − h [da hbche]f (A13)
T deab = 2h d(ah eb) −
1
3
habh
de. (A14)
The decomposition of the Weyl tensor is then split into contributions of the following type:
1 × ⊥Cabcd,
4 × nbnd ⊥nenfCaecf ,
4 × −na ⊥neCebcd. (A15)
Using that the Weyl tensor is traceless and exploiting its symmetries we find that in the expansion of CabcdC
abcd each
of the terms above only contributes when contracted with itself. Thus
CabcdC
abcd =⊥Cabcd ⊥Cabcd − 4 ⊥neCebcd ⊥nfCfbcd + 4 ⊥nenfCaecf ⊥ngnhCagch (A16)
Each of the 4 terms in (A9) gives
hbd ⊥nenfCaecf ⊥Cabcd =⊥nenfCaecf ⊥ngnhCagch. (A17)
In KabcdK
abcd only the term 2KabcdK
acKbd survives. Due to the Cayley–Hamilton theorem this contribution also
vanishes. Note that −1/3Ka bcdKbd in matrix form (suppressing indices) reads
K3 −K2 trK +K 1
2
[
(trK)
2 − trK2
]
− Id 1
6
[
(trK)
3 − 3 trK trK2 + 2 trK3
]
, (A18)
which is the characteristic polynomial of K with K as its argument.
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Appendix B: Total variation of the momentum and the scalar constraints
The action of the smeared vector constraint {·, V [ ~X]} when acting on any tensorial density depending on the
reduced phase space (h , K, Πh,ΠK) only is simply given by{
Φ, V [~λ]
}
= £~λΦ. (B1)
The key ingredient for efficiently calculating this bracket uses the fact that a scalar density Ψ can be regarded as a
form of maximal degree on a manifold, thus
£~λΨ = d(ι~λΨ) + ι~λdΨ = d(ι~λΨ). (B2)
Therefore we have ∫
Σ
Ya1···an£~λΨ
a1···an = −
∫
Σ
£~λYa1···anΨ
a1···an , (B3)
up to boundary terms. Hence we may treat the Lie derivative analogously to partial integration. For the variations
of V [~λ] we obtain
δhV [~λ] = −
∫
Σ
£~λΠ
ab
h δhab +
∫
∂Σ
∗
(
λcΠabh − 2Πc(ah λb)
)
δhab, (B4)
δΠhV [
~λ] =
∫
Σ
£~λhabδΠ
ab
h − 2
∫
∂Σ
∗λchbcδΠabh , (B5)
δKV [~λ] = −
∫
Σ
£~λΠ
ab
K δKab +
∫
∂Σ
∗ (λcΠabK − 2ΠcaKλb) δKab, (B6)
δΠKV [
~λ] =
∫
Σ
£~λKabδΠ
ab
K − 2
∫
∂Σ
∗λcKbcδΠabK , (B7)
Using these formulas we find {
Φ, V [~λ]
}
=
∫
Σ
£~λhab
δ
δhab
Φ−£~λΠabh
δ
δΠabh
Φ · · · =
= Φ(h+ δλh,Πh + δλΠh, · · · )− Φ(h,Πh, · · · ), (B8)
proving Eq. (B1), which nicely shows that V [~λ] generates spatial diffeomorphisms on the reduced phase space.
The variations of the scalar constraint H[λ] read
δKH0[λ] =
∫
Σ
λ
(
ΠabKK + ΠK ·Khab + 2Πabh + 4ωhDcBcab
)
δKab +
Dcλ4ωhB
cabδKab +∫
∂Σ
λ ∗ 4ωhBcabδKab, (B9)
δΠhH0[λ] =
∫
Σ
λ2KabδΠ
ab
h , (B10)
δΠKH0[λ] =
∫
Σ
λ
(−ω−1h ΠKab +Rab +KabK) δΠabK +
+DaDbλδΠ
ab
K +∫
∂Σ
∗ (λDbδΠabK −DbλδΠabK ) , (B11)
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and
δhH0[λ] =
∫
Σ
λ
{
ω−1h
(
1
4
ΠK ·ΠKhab −ΠacKΠbK c
)
−ΠK ·KKab+
+DcD
(bΠ
a)c
K −
1
2
habDcDdΠ
cd
K −
1
2
D2ΠabK +
+2ωh
[
−1
4
B ·Bhab +BacdBbcd +
1
2
BcdaB bcd +
+Bd(ab)DdK −Bd(ab)DcK cd +
−Dc
(
Bd(ab)K cd +B
cd(aK
b)
d +B
(a|dc|Kb)d
)]}
δhab +
+Dcλ
[
2DdΠ
d(a
K h
b)c +D(bΠ
a)c
K −
3
2
DcΠabK −DdΠcdKhab+
−2ωh
(
Bd(ab)K cd +B
cd(aK
b)
d +B
(a|dc|Kb)d
)]
δhab
+DcDdλ
[
2Π
(d|(a
K h
b)|d) −ΠabKhcd −
1
2
ΠcdKh
ab
]
δhab +∫
∂Σ
∗
[
2λωh
(
Bcd(aK
b)
d +B
(a|dcKb)d +B
d(ab)K cd
)
δhab +
+λ
(
2δCcedΠ
ed
K − δCedeΠcdK
)
+
+λ
(
−DaΠecK +
1
2
DcΠeaK +
1
2
DdΠ
cd
Kh
ea
)
δhea +
+
(
−2DaλΠecK +DcλΠeaK +
1
2
DdλΠ
cd
Kh
ea
)
δhea
]
, (B12)
where Cabc denotes the difference tensor of two neighboring Levi–Cevita connections.
Appendix C: Useful formulas for calculating the conformal behavior of the canonical variables on shell
We use the well known properties of geometric objects under conformal rescalings of the metric
hab = Ω
2hab, N = ΩN, N
a = N
a
(C1)
hence
ωh = Ω
3ωh. (C2)
From the equation of motion for hab we find
Kab =
1
2N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
hab =
= Ω
[
hab
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln Ω +Kab
]
(C3)
The difference tensor and the Ricci tensor transform as
Cabc = 2δ
a
(bDc) ln Ω− hbcD
a
ln Ω + C
a
bc (C4)
Rab = −DaDb ln Ω− habhcdDcDd ln Ω +
+Da ln ΩDb ln Ω− habhcdDc ln ΩDd ln Ω +Rab (C5)
In order to find the scaling behavior of the canonical momenta we also need the relation
1
N
DaDbN = DaDb ln Ω−Da ln ΩDb ln Ω +
+habh
cd
Dc ln ΩDd ln Ω +
1
N
habD
c ln ΩDcN +
1
N
DaDbN. (C6)
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From the equation of motion for Kab and demanding P = 0 we compute ΠabK
ΠabK = ωhT abcd
[
Rcd +KcdK +
1
N
DaDbN − 1
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
Kab
]
=
= Ω−1Π
ab
K . (C7)
This can also be deduced from the projection of the 4d Weyl tensor using na = Ωna in Π
ac
K = ωhn
bndCa cb d and the
well known relation Cabcd = C
a
bcd.
Finally we need the magnetic part of the 4d Weyl tensor for which we find
Babc = ΩBabc. (C8)
The equation of motion for ΠabK can be used to calculate the Weyl rescaling of Π
ab
h on shell
Πabh = −
1
2N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ΠabK −
2
N
Dc
(
NωhB
c(ab)
)
− 1
2
(
ΠabKK + Π
cd
KKcdh
ab
)
=
= Ω−2
[
− 1
N
(
∂t −£ ~N
)
ln ΩΠ
ab
K + Π
ab
h
]
. (C9)
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